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Abstract— A fog computing design that's geographically
distributed and to that a spread of heterogeneous devices area
unit ubiquitously connected at the top of a network so as to
supply collaboratively variable and versatile communication,
computation, and storage services. Fog computing has several
benefits and it's fitted to the applications whereby period of
time, high latent period, and low latency area unit of the
utmost importance, particularly attention applications. The
aim objective of this study was to gift a scientific literature
review of the technologies for fog computing within the
attention IoT systems field and analyze the previous.
Providing motivation, limitations moon-faced by researchers,
and suggestions planned to analysts for rising this essential
analysis field.
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Fig. 1: Fog Computing Architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The investigations were consistently performed on fog
computing within the attention field by all studies; what is
more, the four databases net of Science (WoS), Science
Direct, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, and Scopus from 2007
to 2017 were accustomed analyze their design, applications,
and performance analysis. The complete result of thirty seven
articles were chosen on fog computing in attention
applications with deferential ways and techniques betting on
our inclusion and exclusion criteria. The taxonomy results
were divided into 3 major classes; frameworks and models,
systems (implemented or architecture), review and survey.
Fog computing is taken into account appropriate for the
applications that need period of time, low latency, and high
latent period, particularly in attention applications of these
studies demonstrate that resource sharing provides low
latency, higher measurability, distributed process, higher
security, fault tolerance, and privacy so as to gift higher fog
infrastructure. Researchers show that simulation and
experimental proportions guarantee substantial reductions of
latency is provided, that it's important for attention IoT
systems because of period of time necessities. The analysis
domains on fog computing in attention applications take
issue; nonetheless they're equally necessary for the foremost
elements. We have a tendency to conclude that this review
can facilitate accentuating analysis capabilities and
consequently increasing and creating additional analysis
domains.

The performance of emergency and health watching services
is affected in terms of low latency, and additionally the delay
that may be full-fledged whereas transferring information to
the cloud fog receiving the directions back to the appliance
[1]. Healthcare applications give giant volumes of
information that need storage in the cloud instead of counting
on the restricted computing resource and storage devices. The
result information of care applications is fairly giant [2]. In
care diagnosing, an oversized quantity of data is generated,
that ought to be hold on and retrieved during a perfect manner
[3]. Streaming-based transmissions in E-Health applications
ought to be managed considering the period of time
requirements [4]. For planning care applications, fog
computing is considered the simplest methodology to trust as
a result of these applications are latency sensitive, show low
latency, and turn out an oversized amount of information. Fog
computing considerably contributes to healthcare
applications by serving senior folks through home nursing
[5]. Period of time watching (e.g., medicine diseases) is one
of the necessary options in care applications that need a low
latency and high latency, so fog computing will be the
simplest answer for such applications [3].
One fog node or several computation nodes that area
unit connected jointly is wont to build fog computing
infrastructure. The connected fog computing nodes will
considerably improve scalability, redundancy, and physical
property, and once a lot of computing is required, it's potential
to feature a lot of fog nodes. The above-named characteristics
adjust to the need of care applications [6]. it's clear that one
will trust fog computing because it properly supports several
care applications as a result of its enhanced service quality,
minimum latency, low latency, location awareness, high
quality, etc. However, fog nodes (e.g., smart routers,
gateways, servers, base stations, etc.) cannot meet these
requirements unless the design of fog nodes is redesigned to
be compatible with care applications [7].
The cloud provides the virtualization of computing
re-sources at numerous levels [8]. Most the human life
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domains have adopted cloud computing [9]. However, cloud
computing has drawbacks in terms of high delays that have
associate degree adverse impact on the IoT tasks that need a
period response. Moreover, it doesn't match industrial
management systems that need a low-delay latent period [8].
In 2012, Cisco declared associate degree infrastructure
paradigm referred to as fog computing, that may be a new
computing conception, so on tackle the restrictions of cloud
computing [10]. They declared that fog computing is
applicable at 3 networking levels:
1) The collection of information from the devices within the
edge (sensors, vehicles, roadways, and ships)
2) Multiple devices connecting to a network and causing all
the information.
3) The collected data from the devices should be processed
in but a second together with call making.
The term fog computing shifts capabilities of the
cloud near to the top user, and provides storage, computation,
and communication to edge devices, that facilitate and
enhance quality, privacy, security, low latency, and network
information measure so fog computing will dead match
latency-sensitive or period applications [12]. On the one
hand, fog computing infrastructure consists of lots of fog
nodes, edge device networks, and even virtualized
information centers or IoT devices that square measure
connected to those nodes [13]. This square measure
connected to the cloud for the aim of implementing massive
storage and wealthy computing [14]. The distribution of
functions between the cloud and therefore the fog nodes is
taken into account a crucial issue [15]. Millisecond to subsecond latency offered by fog, even quicker than period
interaction, supports multi tenancy and performs higher in
low-latency applications [16].
This section provides an outline of the strategies that
comprise of the frameworks and models that are used for fog
computing in health care applications. The frameworks were
thought-about to be the most parameters that were the target
of searches that use shared fog nodes, good gateways as fog
nodes (shared or individual), foglet/cloudlet if thought-about
within the projected frameworks and models, increased
reaction time as a results of the frameworks and models, and
offloading that was enclosed as a parameter that shows the
articles that improve this mechanism. It’s necessary to note
that security concern is out of the scope of this paper as some
articles tackle the safety in cloud and fog computing.
Firstly, the shared nodes in fog computing were
projected in some articles. As according earlier [17], a brand
new computing paradigm (software framework) named Edge
Mesh was wont to distribute the decision-making tasks by
shared fog nodes still as good gateways. As according earlier
[13], personal gateways placed at the patient’s aspect function
associate degree intermediate node, remarked as a fog node,
that was applied to method the patients’ health knowledge. A
formula that's wont to facilitate resource sharing among fog
nodes was projected [18]. Secondly, different papers used
good gateways and enforced them in fog computing as a fog
node or to connect some fog nodes in attention applications.
As according earlier [19], a model was projected that
developed 2 algorithms: the primary one picks a fog once the
user is at the overlapping part of fogs, whereas the second
formula solves the case once the user changes his location;

the shortest path among fogs is found by associate integrated
entryway connected to each device. A network of good eHealth Gateways was urged, that helps in preprocessing the
info and alleviates additional process by weighing down from
cloud and sensors [20]. So as to dynamically allocate
resources, fog computing with the good entryway (Micro
Datacenter) was planned earlier [21]. As reported in associate
earlier study [22], personal gateways act as intermediate fog
nodes that geographically deployed between the IoHT
devices and health care cloud. So as to cluster tiny cells
therefore on facilitate resource sharing among them, associate
algorithmic program was planned [23]. A method was given
[24] to optimize the sharing of resources so as to maximize
the corresponding utility.
A framework that mix Software-Defined Systems
(SDSys) and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) system skills
to construct a present MEC therein a worldwide controller
connect several native controllers was projected earlier [25].
By sharing device resources of users, the mitigation of the IoT
resource management by applying Cloud Computing was
recommended earlier [26]. A mobile edge computing
framework was projected [27], that shows that real-time and
personalized services for individuals in numerous locations
can support giant multitudes of individuals, i.e., a hybrid
cloud at the end of the server beside a terminal fog computing
(FCTs) on the edge. Consistent with associate earlier report
[28], edge nodes will be perfectly managed by IoT-Cloud
framework named Stack4Things, and computing resources
will be settled nearer to dump processing by reducing the
latency. Medical devices that apply the security provisioning
model (AZSPM) in fog environments were proposed earlier
[29]. consistent with associate earlier work [30], cloud at the
edge or fog is taken into account a virtual platform that is
associate on-request execution setting of micro-services close
to the info source or devices, that differs from execution of
micro-services in the device itself. Throughout this method,
the API entryway is placed among micro-services in order
that the interconnectivity between the aggregation and
entryway distribution perform will be settled. By using fog
computing facilities, a protocol of triparty, one-round key
authenticated agreement was projected earlier [31].
III. LIMITATIONS
Despite several blessings of shared resource techniques in
healthcare applications, they conjointly suffer from many
major limitations that ought to be managed properly.
Preprocessing is AN exorbitant method in terms of your time
and cash, and is oft characterized by high latency in
commission provision to shoppers [32]. Fully outsourcing
knowledge analytics to the sting of the network will
consequently make to a diminished level of accuracy and
adaptability arising from restricted procedure capability at the
sting nodes. Despite the advantages arising from the
employment of cloud-based and fog-based architectures,
their utility is meager because of fine arts limitations [33].
Easy broadcasting of all knowledge ends up in network
congestion and knowledge redundancy. Options like load
distribution and cooperation aren't clearly outlined in fog
computing [17]. Edge devices aren't ready to handle multiple
applications competitor for the restricted resources, thereby
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leading to resource rivalry and larger process latency [34]. A
fog-based middleware would have several challenges in
cloud care counseled services [10]. The fog layer needs the
continued management of large volumes of sensory
knowledge over a brief time length and appropriate response
underneath varied conditions. For the fog layer, it is
conjointly essential to be reconstruct in a position and
malleable over time, especially within the incidence of vital
events [4]. The fog node is not ready to handle a huge range
of events per second in the fog nodes since incorporates a
nominative restricted capability [35]. The provisioning of
resources may be delayed certainly tasks, especially for
resource-limited fog nodes [36]. The chance of failure is
increased by scaling a fog system [37].
IV. CONCLUSION
Fog computing is taken into account jointly of the necessary
analysis directions for several functions in attention IoT
systems. Research endeavors during this direction area unit
still current. However, pertinent portrayals and limits still be
thought-about ambiguous. In this study, exploit
understanding and insights into this domain is taken into
account to be vital. By reviewing and arrangement applicable
analysis exertions, this study intends to feature to such
understanding and data. Hence, some specific examples are
provided, that were classified into four categories, namely,
methods of fog computing within the attention applications,
system development in fog computing within the attention
applications, and review and survey of fog computing within
the attention applications. By serious studying and
investigation of various review articles, a high-volume of
indispensable information was no inheritable, for instance,
the issues, difficulties and challenges, motivation, and
benefits, and suggestions known for future add fog computing
within the healthcare applications. During this study, we've
got known problems, difficulties, and challenges, and
provided completely different suggestions to determine
current and potential difficulties and problems with resource
management in attention IoT systems that may be overcome
by adopting the most 3 factors Computation offloading, Load
balancing and ability. Hence, analysis studies inspire to
propose (or develop) and use fog computing framework in
Healthcare IoT systems. Moreover, we've got provided an
organized review that depicts strategies that apply fog
computing within the attention IoT systems. What is more,
we've got examined the weaknesses of the current strategies,
systems, and frameworks and determined the scope of
enhancements that may be used for future analysis studies.
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